
FAQs about the District's refusal to release public records 

We have received quite a few questions regarding the Public Records Act requests records we 
shared. 

1. Can anyone make a public records request?  Yes!  Check out the First 
Amendment Coalition website for a primer on the law and template letters. 

2. What types of things can be requested in a public records request? Check out 
the link above for detailed response. 

3. Mr. Kissner asked for detailed material that seems somewhat confidential. 
Does the law allow for that degree of transparency?  Yes, we and our legal 
advisors believe that his requests are for disclosable records under the CPRA 
(California Public Records Act). 

4. What is the deal with the “draft form” that Superintendent Fraser references 
multiple times in denying requests for release of results of the investigative 
report? 
 
This one we had to get legal help on.  “The PRA exempts from disclosure 
“[p]reliminary drafts, notes, or interagency or intra-agency memoranda that are 
not retained by the public agency in the ordinary course of business.”  The 
intent is to allow internal discourse and decision making processes to be free 
from fear of public scrutiny to allow frank discussion.  Notes one might take in a 
meeting on a legal pad or sticky note would be exempt. 
 
In this case, to quote our legal counsel, this is complete bull****.  The school 
hired an investigator to complete a report.  A $41,000!!!! report.  It is not in 
draft form.  It is not informal writings designed to be discarded.  And if it were, 
we (taxpayers, donors, kids in the classroom) would want to know how much a 
“final” draft would cost us!?  And why would the district not plan to keep a 
report that cost us $41,000?! 
 
By taking this $41,000 investigative report and simply stamping “Draft” on it, 
Superintendent Fraser hopes to avoid having to release it.  This does not meet 
our expectations for government transparency, accountability, or most 
importantly – integrity.  Our legal analyst is looking into legal means of 
compelling release in some form.  Let the district know how you feel about it. 

https://firstamendmentcoalition.org/public-records/
https://firstamendmentcoalition.org/public-records/

